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Abstract
Increasing number of scientists are using R for their data analyses, however, proﬁciency
required to manage biodiversity data in R is considerably rarer. Since, users need to
retrieve, manage and assess high-volume data with inherent complex structure (Darwin
Core standard, DwC), various R packages dealing with biodiversity data and speciﬁcally
data cleaning have been published. Though numerous new procedures are now available,
implementing them require users to provide a great deal of eﬀorts in exploring and learning
each R package. For the common users, this task can be daunting. In order to truly
facilitate data cleaning using R, there is an urgent need for a package that will fully
integrate functionality of existing packages, enhance their functionality, and simplify
its implementation. Furthermore, it is also necessary to identify and develop missing crucial
functionalities.
We are attempting to address these issues by developing two projects under Google
Summer of Code (GSoC)-- an international annual program that matches up students with
open source organizations to develop code during their summer break. The ﬁrst project is
dealing with the integration challenge by developing a taxonomic cleaning workﬂow;
standardizing various spatial and temporal data quality checks; and enhancing diﬀerent
data retrieval and data management techniques. The second project aims at advancing
new and exciting features, such as establishing a ﬂagging system (HashMap-like) in R, an
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innovative set of DwC summary tables, and developing new techniques for outliers
analysis.
The products of these projects lay down crucial infrastructure for data quality assessment
in R. Obviously this is a work in progress and needs further inputs. By developing a
comprehensive framework for handling biodiversity data, we can fully harness the
synergetic quality of R, and hopefully supply more holistic and agile solutions for the user.
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